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Shot-Reverse Shot. A shot places us as if in the 
position of the surgeon whose gloved hand we 
watch, inserting an alien symbiant into a human 
(Trill) host. The reverse shot was to give us the op-
eration as if viewed from the ostensible gender 
reveal of an open-mouthed face. But we encoun-
ter it, instead, redrawn—even redressed— by the 
deft handling at work in Madsen Minax’s inter-
vention of animated spirals that cover the eye-
lids. As if via a rack focus that never lands, the 
face blurs and recedes, Ieaving in its wake one of 
those circling black dots floating, lifting off and 
onto the ‘and yet’ of the third, fourth or fifth space 
of a palpably felt other dimension both between 
and beyond what we are given to see.

One of the primary lessons of the work of cinema 
is the story of suture. Here, what was once mere-
ly a medical term for stitching back together the 
lips or edges of a wound enters the pedagogical 
scene of what has come to be known as film the-
ory. Suture teaches us how films knit together im-
ages, shots, and scenes, not just to make and un-
make what those elements mean, but also what 
they can do: appearing, to come to life, to travel 
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through space and time, vie with the real, make 
us open our eyes or close them, lead us by the 
eyelids into the somnolent dreaming of waking 
life, get under our skins, hold us spellbound, make 
us breathless, catch us from behind, or even enter 
the backdoors of what we didn’t know we wanted, 
as if to mainline our nervous systems and blood-
streams. Coming into being and action from op-
erations in which editing acts like surgery, cine-
ma doesn’t just contain horror and porn as sub 
or B-genres but also holds at its centre the mon-
taging potentials of the monster, coming off the 
operating table or cutting-room floor a Franken-
stein with kinky boots. In short, to speak the erot-
ic powers of cinema to form and de-form us as 
spectators and as subjects.

Bigger on the Inside. This master-class by Minax 
in the radical queer and trans* potentials of an 
erotics of an unbridled suture issues a promise: 
that in the touch or rub that precipitates ‘a cri-
sis of human contact’ might be the kindling of 
something other than entrenched antagonism, 
perhaps even the sparks of what love unabashed, 
uncensored, unsanitised, and unconstrained by 
the violent, anti-social teachings of femme-pho-
bia, queer-phobia, and transphobia looks like 
in public—like the abject, eruptive and wildly 
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beautiful means for a justice rendered criminal, 
unimaginable, even obscene. At about four-min-
utes in—not quite the midpoint of this short film’s 
wild ride along the seemingly impossible seams 
of montaged image and sound that tumbles as 
it moves us along from stargazing, SCRUFF chat-
ting, and tattooing—is the counter-phobic, de-di-
agramming of the violence so often performed by 
the shot-reverse shot of the ur-surgical scene of 
suturing transphobia.

The shot-reverse shot diagram for the suturing 
work of cinema does not just compare to surgery 
the crucial role that editing plays in how cinema 
is made and made to operate on us. The shaping 
tale that cinema as suture tells us is far more ter-
rible in its ordinariness. For its lessons were never 
just about what happens in or at the movies. Rath-
er, to expose cinema as a theatre of operations is 
not to serge the imagined boundary between film 
and the matter of everyday life. The lesson of su-
ture opens the seams to show the wound, expos-
ing to unravel the unseen and unconscious of the 
heavy-duty edging by which are we bound in and 
by what I have called the scene of projection that 
shapes its phobic subject. The lesson of suture 
diagrams the scene of projection as a political 
device. And it shows how the scene of projection 
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exercises its shaping force via terrifying repeti-
tion that is to install as normative, necessary and 
inevitable the projective cuts and exterminating 
violences of a cinema in and as the everyday life 
of phobic disposal, in which the tremblings of an 
untamed erotic—the desire, fear and susceptibil-
ity we will not own—shape-shift and transmog-
rify into the feminised, queer, trans*, and racial-
ised agents of the wound-holes we are taught not 
even to admit, much less desire. 1

One of the primal lessons—which is to say, the 
love, sex and death lessons—of the counter-su-
ture work of Minax’s multi-disciplinary, post-cin-
ema practice is in its radical exercise of kink as 
method, a how-to of ‘it doesn’t have to be this 
way’, an erotics as pedagogy in doing things with 
being undone.

The Approach. Via the gallery projection of Mi-
nax’s latest work, watch to learn as doms-in-
training rehearse toward the how-to of estab-
lishing trust and rapport. The scene of BDSM is 
replayed as an aesthetic pedagogy of the pos-
sible that steals into the scene of projection to 
poach the promise of suture for its radical queer 
and trans*-relational potential, not as exposure 
or critique but, rather, invitation, solicitation, and 
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strokes that make the skin of film-as-body and 
body-as-membrane an open event. Follow Mi-
nax’s lead into the dark room where we find our-
selves no longer in the scene of a violently fore-
closed erotic but, rather, the space of exhibition as 
open dungeon with skylights, where the screens 
of film projection abut photographs and layered 
collages, vivid word assemblages re-draw scenes 
of everyday violence for ‘angry afraid grown-up 
eyes’. This spatial counter-suturing shows us how 
to clench differently, how the chains, clamps, and 
other contractions that bind may also reassem-
ble, not to repeat, but even perhaps to break cy-
cles of phobic violence by expanding how kink 
may make kin that doesn’t depend on binary 
kinds by taking us on the journey of radical com-
ing and coming into otherwise being in relation.

The Source is a Hole. ‘How do you draw a trem-
ble?’ To practice kink as method is to re-diagram 
the structure of social and familial belonging. 
To take the wild ride of Minax’s erotic pedago-
gy through the risk of losses and even annihila-
tions that might promise reconciliation is to take 
in the lesson that it’s only through the aperture 
of the denied holes in our pupils that we may be 
transported into the no less hollowed glory hole 
that is the o of love. But we get there only by way 
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of the denied understory, back room, cavernous 
anus and crook as other or real home in here, in 
us. To take in the genius of the life, sex and death 
lessons of Minax’s post-cinema practice of not 
surgically stitching but, rather, kinking to wrest 
the scene of projection is to feel the ‘and yet’ po-
tential of the not entirely lost letter at the begin-
ning of what was once called kinema (one of the 
first names and early 20th-century British spell-
ing of the moving images at the origins of what 
has come to be named cinema). Magic and fetish 
are names we give to the denial that images and 
objects may act on us. In the kinema of Minax’s 
scene-making, multi-disciplinary, exploded and 
alter-cinema of kink, kin, and kind, the praxis of 
kink as method still and yet holds open the mag-
ic of contact, that our touch might be incendiary, 
trembling the transversal vulnerability necessary 
to stitch our way across to the trans-affirmative 
bonds of what love might yet look like—and bet-
ter yet feel like—in public.

1 Jill H. Casid, Scenes of Projection: Recasting the Enlightenment 
Subject (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2015).
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